
EAL/D Students in the Mainstream 
Classroom 

Effective Strategies for Mainstream Teachers to Support the 
Secondary EAL/D Learner



Acknowledgement 
of Traditional Owners

In opening this professional development session, 
we'd like to acknowledge the traditional owners of 
the land on which this gathering is being broadcast 
from, the Jagera and Turrbal peoples, and pay our 
respects to their Elders past, present and emerging 
for they hold the memories, traditions, customs and 
hopes of all Indigenous Australians.

We must remember that underneath the concrete 
and asphalt of the buildings in which we live, learn 
and work, the land and waterways were, are and 
always will be traditional Aboriginal and/ or Torres 
Strait Islander land and/ or place.

We also pay respects to the Elders of the regions 
where all participants herald from today and thank 
them for their continued custodianship of the land.



Welcome



ACARA

“In Australian schools, learning is 
accessed through English, and 
achievement is demonstrated through 
English. Each area of the curriculum has 
language structures and vocabulary 
particular to its learning domain, and 
these are best taught in the context in 
which they are used. All teachers are 
responsible for teaching the language 
and literacy demands of their learning 
areas.”

EAL/D Advice and Overview, 2014

https://docs.acara.edu.au/resources/EALD_Overview_and_Advice_revised_February_2014.pdf

https://docs.acara.edu.au/resources/EALD_Overview_and_Advice_revised_February_2014.pdf


… class teachers often have little training to teach students 
with English as an additional language (EAL), so they may often 
operate on a trial-and-error basis, become frustrated easily, feel 
negative, and have little confidence in their ability to be 
successful with EAL students

Haworth, 2009



Objectives

•EAL learners

•Planning

•Strategies 



Acronyms

•EAL/D = English as an Additional Language or 
Dialect

•NESB = Non-English Speaking Background
•LBOTE = Language Background Other Than 

English
•CALD = Culturally and Linguistically Diverse
•ELL = English Language Learner



EAL/D students are those whose first language is a 
language or dialect other than English and who 
require additional support to develop proficiency 
in Standard Australian English (SAE).

These students may include:
• Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students

• immigrants to Australia and temporary visa holders from non-
English speaking countries

• students with a refugee background

• children born in Australia of migrant heritage where English is 
not spoken at home

• English-speaking students returning to Australia after 
extended periods in non-English speaking settings

• children of deaf adults who use Auslan as their first language

• international students from non-English speaking countries.                                                       

(ACARA)

Who is an EAL/D 
learner?

diverse 
group 
with … diverse 

learning 
needs



Considerations
• length of time in Australia

• cultural background

• previous education

• parents’ educational 
background and attitude to 
education

• languages spoken

• literacy in L1

• traumatic experiences

• reason for being in Australia

• residency status
ACARA



CHALLENGES

• Learning English while at 
the same time learning 
through English

• Learn about Australian 
culture, especially the 
school system and ways of 
doing



Differentiation

Content

Process

Product

Learning Environment

Does not mean …
• Dumbing down the 

curriculum
• Using early primary materials
• Providing no support 

because other students are 
doing it on their own (the 
‘equality’ argument)



How can mainstream teachers support students?

interpersonal

process

content
The ‘what’

The ‘how’



What 
EAL/D 

students 
need

Differentiated 
and explicit 

teaching

Language 
focus in all 
curriculum 

areas

Opportunities 
for language 
development

Low 
threat/high 
challenge 
approach

Positive 
classroom 

atmosphere 
and 

encouragement



BICS AND CALP
• Basic Interpersonal 

Communication Skills
• Conversational, social, 

everyday language
• Fluency takes 1 – 3 years

• Cognitive Academic 
Language Proficiency

• School, textbook, academic 
language

• Takes a minimum of 5 - 7 years 
to develop intermediate 
fluency             (Cummins, 1979)



Low threat/high challenge approach
High Cognitive Challenge

Low Cognitive Challenge

Context embedded Context reduced

beginning 
English student

Most beneficial long-
term for language and 
content development



A fluent confident English 
speaker is not always a good 

reader or writer!

First of all ....

Diagnostic 
reading/writing 
tests (informal/

impromptu)

Information from 
parents/previous 

schools/enrolment 
interviews

Other data 
(NAPLAN, 
previous 
results)

Bandscales



BANDSCALES

• Bandscales are used for 
diagnosing where students are 
‘at’ in terms of their Standard 
Australian English (SAE) 
acquisition

• NOT summative assessment but 
a diagnostic tool

• Matches student ability to a set 
of descriptors through 
observation 

• Indicates learner’s language 
ability across four macro skills: 
listening, speaking, 
reading/viewing and writing

• Learners may be at different 
levels across the macro skills 





CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT
DON’TS ...
• Don’t single out the students 

(remember they’re teenagers 
too!)

• Don’t put them ‘on the spot’

• Don’t be visibly impatient

• Don’t avoid communicating 
because they are non-native 
speakers

• Don’t stereotype

• Don’t make assumptions 

DO ...
• use group work to create a 

‘comfort zone’

• walk around and ask if students 
need help

• deal with silliness/giggling

• provide positive feedback

create a ‘safe’ non-threatening 
classroom atmosphere to reinforce 
confidence and self-esteem



Language level

• real/authentic rather than 
‘modified’ (need to model 
authentic language)

• avoid overly idiomatic and slang 
(e.g Lockie Leonard)

• + 1 – slightly more difficult than 
they can deal with but not so 
difficult that it is beyond them

• EAL students usually comprehend 
more than they can produce



Developing 
content 
knowledge and 
academic 
literacy

Preparing (planning; building 
the field; setting the context)

Modelling and 
Deconstruction

Joint Construction
Independent 
Construction

Reflecting



Exploiting language 
opportunities

‘Andrea Honigsfeld … suggests that 
all lessons touch on every letter of 
the acronym SWIRL, which stands 
for Speak, Write, Interact, Read, 
Listen. The approach intentionally 
privileges productive language skills 
“from the beginning”.’
(Kaplan, 2019, 6 Essential Strategies for Teaching English Language Learners)

(https://www.edutopia.org/article/6-essential-strategies-teaching-english-language-
learners?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=socialflow&fbclid=IwAR336XPy7_qxU1TddU9PwkyEMg6ggA
qdqjjPOhywEpj5NRdOdQQZgzn-ysc)

• Tasks which practise different 
macro-skills, lexical/syntactic 
elements and cognitions while 
delivering content – focus is 
not just on content

• Allows essential development 
of relationship between 
cognitions and language

• Allows engagement with 
content in different modalities 
(including kinaesthetic)

https://www.edutopia.org/article/6-essential-strategies-teaching-english-language-learners?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=socialflow&fbclid=IwAR336XPy7_qxU1TddU9PwkyEMg6ggAqdqjjPOhywEpj5NRdOdQQZgzn-ysc


planning

BACKWARD MAPPING



Planning considerations

The ‘WHAT’ part
What information do students need to 
know? (facts, new concepts, cultural 
knowledge etc)

What kind of vocabulary they must have to 
succeed in their task? (topic specific)

What grammar do they need to use?

What genre? (structure/language)

What content do I include? (depth vs. 
breadth)

What are current student language 
proficiency and understandings?

What language needs do they have?

Keep in mind to… 

… pitch at their level … BUT… ‘a little bit 
harder’

… vary the ‘mode of delivery’ to suit 
different learning styles (videos, PPs, 
books, digital)

… think of different learning 
arrangements (group, pair, individual, 
T/A) 



Register:
Advertising – mix of formal and 
informal language with a clear 
purpose – to grab audience 
attention and invite audience to 
accept and believe the message

Register:
More formal

Text type:
Advertisement 
(persuasive)

Language features:
Use of variety of rhetorical devices 
to persuade:
• Alliteration
• Rhetorical questions
• Noun groups
• Evocative adjectives
• Modality
• Wide vocabulary

Text type:
Explanation (expository)

Language features:
• Use of metalanguage 

specific to 
advertisement 
construction 

• text connectives 
showing justification

Students need to be able to 
creatively manipulate language for 
effect

Students need to be able 
to describe and justify 
choices made



Building the field
Comprehend two still image advertisements

• Locate and view two still image advertisements on a similar topic.

• Identify, comprehend and record information about text structures, language 

features, visual features, purpose and audience of each media text. Consider:

o intended audience of the advertisement

o topic, such as the product or service being promoted

o choice of images and their appeal to the intended audience

o elements such as text, font, graphics, colours, size, shape and placement.

• Summarise the advertisements’ main messages to their intended audience.

Consider amount of metalanguage 
contained in this simple sequence 
and in accompanying teacher tips

From Lesson 1

This vocabulary is crucial to both understanding 
the construction of an advertisement (Part A) and 
writing about the construction of an 
advertisement (Part B)

• Word wall -
• Matching activities – word/definition; 

word/image or appeal
• Sorting activities – vocabulary relating to 

image/words/appeals

Groups or whole class 
activity with oral sentence 
frames eg This ad is an 
example of ______ because 
it uses _______

Low bandscale students –
chunking information into 
conceptual groups; giving 
processing time; break out 
activities

define practise recycle

Eng_Y06_U3_SLR_ExaminingAdvertisingInTheMedia.docx
Eng_Y06_U2_LP01.docx


“Research has demonstrated 
that for students to 
comprehend a text without 
assistance from the teacher, 
they must already know 98 
per cent of the words. In the 
middle years, this requires a 
vocabulary of 8000 to 9000 
words.” (de Courcy et al)

Importance of vocabulary
• Many students can decode without understanding

• Key indicator in successful comprehension: “word meanings 
making up as much as 70–80% of what learners understand from 
text” (de Courcy et al)

• Wide reading not enough to develop vocabulary

CONSIDER:

language 
of texts 
read by 
students

language 
required for 
academic 
study

VS



facilitating vocabulary development

• vocabulary lists not enough

• context and usage IMPORTANT

• Process of define practise recycle

• provide multiple opportunities to practise/recycle and revisit

• Collocations and functional words

• “…students must get enough repetitive practice to enable 
automatisation and this does not necessarily have to be drill-like.” 
(Dobinson & Buchori, 2016, Catering for EAL/D Students’ Language Needs in Mainstream Classes: Early Childhood Teachers’ Perspectives and Practices in One Australian Setting.)

Research has shown that 
an L1 speaker needs to 
see/use a word 12 times 
before they internalise 
it! How many times for 
an EAL student?



Strategies to reinforce 
vocabulary

• Questioning to elicit the word

• Word walls

• Word maps

• Flip books

• Quizzes 

• Puzzles (word find, cryptograms, 
matching/sorting activities)

Building 
familiarity 
with new 

vocabulary

• Applying new vocabulary

• Cloze activities 

• Sentence frames

• Scaffolded writing activities

Using 
vocabulary in 

context

Advertising paragraph cloze.doc






Need to be taught but 
difficult in isolation 



Vocabulary 
usage is 
shown



Use visuals



Sc
af

fo
ld

in
g

•Sentence frames (walls, cards, 
support mats, whiteboard)

•Sentence starters

Sentence 
level (oral 

and written)

•Graphic organisers

•Writing frames/outlines/generic 
structure

•Dictogloss

•Sentence starters

Extended 
text level



Use graphic organisers

• create/reinforce meaning

• allow relationships between ideas to be understood

• give students a focus for task

• support reading (develop skills of skimming, reading for detail)

• support writing (framework)

• generate talking opportunities



Retrieval chart – helps in research topics Table – helps organise ideas prior to writing



Talking
Why?

• Helps them to verbalise thoughts 
and ideas             clarity of ideas 

• Increased familiarity with vocabulary
• Forces engagement
• Facilitates transition from receptive 

to productive modes of language

How?

• Clear tasks and clear reason and goal 
for talking

• Structured (jigsaw or sorting 
activities eg)

• Use of language frames to support 
expression of ideas in subject-
appropriate language: “I believe that 
……. should use ……. because 
……….”

• Small sympathetic groups to reduce 
anxiety









Multi-skill activities - Dictogloss

Process

• Teacher reads a short text related 
to content

• Students write down key words 
or phrases with spaces to indicate 
missing text

• In pairs or groups, students 
collectively attempt to 
reconstruct the text

• Compare student text to original

Benefits

• Challenging for all students

• Reinforces key concepts and 
vocabulary

• Allows students to move from 
receptive to productive mode

• By working collectively, students 
learn from peers



At writing stage ...

Importance of models and deconstruction



Language focus



Sentence level 
practice



Scaffolding sentences – Grammar grid

Subject Verb Object

Farmers produced more meat and wool.

Many people moved to the cities for work.

Soil on farms improved due to crop rotation.

Participant Process Circumstance/Participant

Farmers produced more meat and wool.

Many people moved to the cities for work.

Soil on farms improved due to crop rotation.



Nominal group (Noun Group)

NOMINAL GROUP

pre-modification (general specific) key noun post-
modification

Pointer Numerative Describer/s Classifier/s Thing Qualifiers

Which one are 
you pointing to?

How many or 
how much?

What’s it like? What kind is it? What are we 
talking about?

Which one in 
particular?

The nine big, red automatic cars parked outside

The four smaller terrestrial planets closest to the sun



Explain and show, 
rather than tell.

Don’t just ...

-The Topic Sentence gives the 
main idea of the paragraph

Do ...
- The topic sentence = 

topic + controlling idea/focus

http://www.slideshare.net/GEMalone/methods-for-writing-topic-sentences-presentation

http://www.slideshare.net/GEMalone/methods-for-writing-topic-sentences-presentation


Register Appropriateness
•Academic 

success 
contingent on 
appropriate 
register

•Links to 
vocabulary and 
grammar 

• Explicitly taught

• Labelled 

• Repeatedly referred to

• Practised 

• Use humour – develop 
understanding through 
creating connections 
and engagement



Field (What?)

Tenor (Who?)

Mode (How?)

REGISTER CONTINUUM

Everyday What is it about?

Spoken

Relationship between 
author/reader

Everyday

Written or spoken Written

Formal

Everyday

Informal

Technical



Writing
Explicit 

unpacking of 
question/task

Model Deconstruction

Focus/practise 
specific structures

joint 
construction

Scaffolding 
(graphic 

organiser, 
leading 

questions, 
sentence 
starters)

Drafting and 
specific feedback

final



Scaffolding

More scaffolding

framework



Now, how would you write a paragraph to 
answer the following question?

What was 
home life 
like before 

the IR?

What was 
work life 

like before 
the IR?

How did people’s lives change during the 

Industrial Revolution (IR)?

What changes 

occurred at 

home?

What changes 

occurred at 

work?

What was 
home life 
like during 

the IR?

What was 
work life 

like during 
the IR? 



At feedback stage
• ‘find a better word’
• ‘Fix this’
• teach the structure/vocabulary



Correction Code:
Use a correction code to help 
students develop the skill of 
self-editing their writing:

Why would u kill person who 

was most loyal to you? Why 

would you betrayed me and kill 

me. 

art



How to use these strategies

Not stand-alone strategies

Look for opportunities within teaching sequence

Embedded and contextualised



Strategies 
overview – in a 
nutshell

• Plan – backward map so there are no 
surprises

• Identify the language demands of the 
curriculum

• Use preparation phase to develop language 
and concepts

• Move beyond verbal to full range of modes

• Make the abstract curriculum more 
concrete

• Move towards an interactive and 
collaborative classroom

• Provide models

• Provide opportunities for exploratory talk

• Provide timely, formative feedback

• Reflect



Where to from here?

I will …


